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There are a few spoiler type discussions in this review although I try to curb them to the "hint" level. Perini
has done a really good job of developing both a suspense plot and characters in Forgotten Secrets. This Pied
Piper kidnapper is really interesting as well as very disturbing. This aspect of the story was really good and I
liked the twists and turns it took. Riley and Thayne had a one week stand that developed into weekly phone
calls. When his sister gets kidnapped he calls on Riley to help them out. Trying to investigate the kidnapping
with very few clues was really good. The writing is very good as well. But there is an howeverâ€¦there were a
lot of subplots that distracted from the main thread of the book. I think the story would have been tighter if
some of them had been eliminated. Some of the misses for me: There were a lot of coincidences. The other
issue I had was with Riley herself. She has what I refer to has "hair shirt" guilt. And this is major hair shirt
because the guilt has been piled on by her parents as well as by herself. There were numerous times in the
book where I thought what she really needed was some serious counseling. I did like how the author wove the
past story of Riley and her sister Madison through the current day story. Kade is a veteran with PTSD. There
were just too many characters with too much back story and drama and this started pulling the story down for
me. It got to be too much. But you see 4 stars? I wavered around the 3 stars, but I give it 3.
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He slowed, peering at a figure laboring along the roadside. The grave digger felt sorry for her. Within days, a
small body in a tiny casket would be buried under a donated, nameless stone, and the memory of that night
would haunt him. The road from Biloxi to Mobile spans labyrinthine waterways that cut winding channels
through ancient, moldering bottomland swamps en route to the river delta. Legend has it that the last Native
Americans from a tribe decimated by white settlers, war, and disease grasped hands and disappeared, their
voices joined in a communal death choir, into the Pascagoula River. Some claim you can still hear the music,
whispery at first but growing more distinct over time. To a northerner used to water with finite boundaries,
this landscape is unfamiliar, surreal, run through with tea-colored liquid that melts through solid earth. In ,
working on a book about amateur sleuths, I traveled to Mississippi to meet Ellen Leach, a chain store cashier
who, in her spare time, had become a one-woman volunteer detective agency, chasing down the identities of
human remains that cropped up, nameless, within state lines. It struck me as an unusual hobby, but Ellen was
far from alone in pursuing it. In chat rooms and on blogs and websites such as Websleuths. They mined
esoteric details from the Internet, bandied about theories and possible names for death-ravaged faces,
speculated whether this victim could be tied to that serial killer. I wanted to understand why, in the absence of
financial reward or recognition, they did it. Ellen had populated her own website, Mississippi Missing and
Unidentified Persons mmup. One of the oldest and most mystifying was that of Delta Dawn, or, as some know
her, Baby Jane. I had studied the official case history: He decided to continue the search and, under another
bridge several miles away, spotted a small blond child, clad in a checkered dress and a diaper, lying partially
submerged and face up in the weeds. The autopsy determined she was between eighteen and twenty-four
months old, perhaps still alive when she hit the water, apparently thrown from the westbound side of the twin
Interstate 10 causeways, which exceed forty feet at their highest point. When the trucker tipped off police that
night in , Virgil L. In her fifties, Ellen was a one-time tomboy, a tall woman with a strong jaw and cleft chin, a
wide, mobile mouth, and gray hair to her shoulders. That day she cut a mannish figure in jeans, zip-front
fleece jacket, and black leather sneakers. With a nod to me and a wave to Ellen, he floored the accelerator and
his silver Ford pickup shot off in a spray of gravel. He barely paused at a stop sign and then raced through a
yellow light. Two cars waited for us at the burial site. She kicked herself for forgetting her Mississippi
Missing business cards. Like many web sleuths, Ellen cultivated relationships with law enforcement in the
hope that they would drop her tidbits of information. Two women with badges and holsters on their
beltsâ€”detectives Linda Johnson and Hope Thorntonâ€”shook our hands. That did not sit well with Mary Ann
Moore, mother of six. Four deputies served as pallbearers. A local paper reported more than two hundred
attendees. In it, the toddler is round-faced and pink-cheeked in a patterned blouse with a wide, lace-edged
white collar tied in the center with a blue satin bow. Her blue eyes are wide and hopeful, her lips parted in a
cherubic smile over a row of even, pearly baby teeth. Digitally manufactured light glints off her strawberry
blond hair, which falls in charming curls around her small ears. Because the child was discovered at daybreak
in the river delta, Lynn Reuss called her Delta Dawn. A substitute school bus driver from Auburn, Alabama,
Reuss was researching another perplexing local caseâ€”that of an Alabama boy who vanished in â€”when she
came across Baby Jane. In , she convinced a local paper to revive the story. Marjorie Brinker, a retired office
manager who lived in nearby Great Bay, saw it and got in touch. The two became friends, their relationship
forged around the toddler. Ellen Leach drove to Pascagoula from her home in Gulfport. Ellen looked carefully
at all the attendees, including a woman alone in a car. She guessed the woman was in her seventies, or perhaps
younger but worn down by a hard life. Ellen watched her from the back. Lynn snapped a photo. They peered
at the registry after she signed it. The name looked like Donna Hall, or perhaps Donna Hill. Another time, a
woman from Kentucky called Detective Thornton, saying she was sure Delta Dawn was her long-lost sister.
The Kentucky woman drove to Pascagoula, and Moore raced to meet her at the cemetery. I hugged that
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woman; she hugged me. The next day Virgil and Marjorie took them to a Golden Corral restaurant. Marjorie
handed over all the notes, photos, and articles on Baby Jane she had collected over the years. After tearful
goodbyes, the woman headed back to Kentucky. The truck driver who reported seeing a body under the bridge
described an adult wearing blue jeans and a checkered shirt. That would match the description others gave of
the woman walking on the Interstate, but her body was never found. Bizarrely, divers dragging the river for
the jeans-clad woman came upon the clothed skeleton of a young man with a gunshot wound to the head.
Mississippi backwaters harbor surprising things: Lynn Reuss is taunted by vivid dreams: She is fleeing
something or someone, maybe an abusive partner. Another reason why I think the mom fledâ€”no money, no
blanket, no shoes or socks on the child, no coat or hat. If she had these things, they were lost somewhere along
the way. In , a coroner in California contacted Hope Thornton. A family thought the digital composite of Delta
Dawn looked like their missing daughter. She drove to Florida to interview him when she inherited the case in
Her story and so many others remain maddeningly unknowable. According to the U. Department of Justice,
coroners and medical examiners handle the bodies of about 4, unidentified dead, of whom more than 1, will
remain nameless in a given year, their chances of being identified shrinking by the day. Crowdsourcing the
online resources adds human problem-solving to an intractable problem. As of , Doe Network volunteers had
solved or helped solve sixty-seven cases of lost identity; Ellen Leach alone solved several. A publicly
accessible database, Namus. Among the many unidentified dead, the lost children are the most gut-wrenching.
Often, no one seems more chagrined than the detectives who inherit sometimes decades-old cases. But the
odds are stacked against them. If she had lived, she would be in her thirties, but to Virgil she will always be an
angel child, trapped in time. But then, little about the case ever added up. But I had a newfound respect for
those who refused to stop trying. After getting back in our cars and trailing Virgil a mile or so from the
cemetery to the churchâ€”deserted that dayâ€”where the funeral and memorial had been held, Ellen and I
headed back toward Gulfport. We retraced our route over the bridge where the truck driver saw a body that no
one ever found, along the stretch of highway where the grave digger almost stopped, and past the murky water
where the singing Native Americans disappeared, leaving only their voices behind. Formerly a writer and
editor at Tufts and MIT, she has also written for many magazines and newspapers.
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Show Boat has been adapted for film three times, and for television once. Released in silent and partial sound
versions. Not a film version of the musical; its plot is based on the original Edna Ferber novel. Immediately
after the silent film was completed, a prologue with some music from the show was filmed and added to a
part-talkie version of the same film, which was released with two sound sequences. Directed by James Whale.
A mostly faithful film version of the show, featuring four members of the original Broadway cast. Somewhat
revised Technicolor film version. Follows the basic storyline and contains many songs from the show but
makes many changes in the details of plot and character. The most financially successful and frequently
revived of the three film versions. It contains more of the songs and fewer cuts than any of the film versions.
Due to network censorship rules, many of the radio productions eliminated the miscegenation aspect of the
plot. Notable exceptions were the Cavalcade of America broadcast [34] and the Lux Radio Theatre broadcast.
Directed and introduced by Orson Welles. From the original stage cast Helen Morgan repeated her portrayal of
Julie, here singing one song not from the musical. This version made Julie into an illegal alien who must be
deported. Although brief, it was remarkably faithful to the original show. Introduced and produced by Cecil B.
In this condensed version some songs from the show were sung, but Julie was played by a non-singing Gloria
Holden. This version made the biracial Julie a single woman. While supposedly based on the film, this
production used the ending of the original show, which the film did not use. Radio Hall of Fame This
production featured Kathryn Grayson, playing Magnolia for the first time. This version was extremely faithful
to the film adaptation. Original music was by Neil Brand. It marked the first time a virtually complete version
of Show Boat had ever been broadcast on radio. A Scenario for Orchestra , a minute orchestral work weaving
together many themes from the show. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. This was released in England on 78 rpm records years
before being sold in the United States. Due to contractual restrictions, cast member Paul Robeson was
replaced on the album as Joe by his understudy, baritone Norris Smith. That recording was later released
separately. This recording featured Helen Morgan, Paul Robeson, James Melton , Frank Munn, and Countess
Olga Albani, and was issued in conjunction with the revival of the show, although it was not strictly an
"original cast" album of that revival. The orchestra was conducted by Victor Young , and the original
orchestrations and vocal arrangements were not used. Issued on 78rpm, LP and CD. This was the first
American recording of Show Boat which used the cast, conductor, and orchestrations of a major Broadway
revival of the show. Buddy Ebsen also appeared in the revival, but not on the album. Includes the new song
"Nobody Else But Me". The first film soundtrack of Show Boat to be issued on records. This album featured
more of the score on one LP than had been previously recorded. It was issued on CD in Although Robert
Russell Bennett was uncredited, this used several of his orchestrations for the revival of the show, together
with some modifications. Also available on CD. This was the first 2-LP album of Show Boat. It included more
of the score than had been previously put on records. Issued later on CD. This is a three-CD set which, for the
first time, contained the entire score of the show, with the authentic orchestrations, uncensored lyrics, and
vocal arrangements. The album is conducted by John McGlinn. There have been many other studio cast
recordings of Show Boat in addition to those mentioned above. The soundtrack of the film version has
appeared on a so-called "bootleg" CD label called Xeno. Show Boat was structured with two choruses â€” a
black chorus and a white chorus. One commentator noted that "Hammerstein uses the African-American
chorus as essentially a Greek chorus , providing clear commentary on the proceedings, whereas the white
choruses sing of the not-quite-real. Although the musical comedy Whoopee! Originally the show opened with
the black chorus onstage singing: Niggers all work on the Mississippi, Niggers all work while the white folks
play. Here we all work while the white folks play. The London revival used "Here we all work on the
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Mississippi". Many critics believe that Kern and Hammerstein wrote the opening chorus to give a sympathetic
voice to an oppressed people, and that they intended its use in an ironic way, as it had so often been used in a
derogatory way. They wanted to alert the audience to the realities of racism: This is a protest song , more
ironic than angry perhaps, but a protest nonetheless. This is a very effective scene These are not caricature
roles; they are wise, if uneducated, people capable of seeing and feeling more than some of the white folk
around them. In the dialogue, some of the blacks are called "niggers" by the white characters in the story.
Contrary to what is sometimes thought, black slavery is not depicted in the play; U. At first, it is shocking to
believe they are allowed to use a word that negative at all in a play But in the context in which it is used, it is
appropriate due to the impact it makes. It reinforces how much of a derogatory term "nigger" was then and
still is today. In the show, the Sheriff refers to Steve and Julie as having "nigger blood. Likewise, the
unsympathetic Pete calls Queenie a "nigger" in the stage version but refers to her as "colored" in the film, and
does not use either word in the film. African-American English[ edit ] Those who consider Show Boat racially
insensitive often note that the dialogue and lyrics of the black characters especially the stevedore Joe and his
wife Queenie and choruses use various forms of African American Vernacular English. An example of this is
shown in the following text: Instead of a line of chorus girls showing their legs in the opening number singing
that they were happy, happy, happy, the curtain rose on black dock-hands lifting bales of cotton and singing
about the hardness of their lives. Here was a musical that showed poverty, suffering, bitterness, racial
prejudice, a sexual relationship between black and white, a love story which ended unhappily â€” and of
course show business. Some productions including one planned for June in Connecticut have been cancelled
because of objections. It puts a wall around groups within society, dividing people by creating metaphorical
ghettos, and prevents mutual understanding". A montage in the second act showed time passing using the
revolving door of the Palmer House.
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Photo provided by Indian River County Sheriff's Office and Nick Verola. INDIAN RIVER COUNTY â€” Sheriff's office
personnel put a hometown spin on their #LipSyncChallenge video by singing along to a song by local country singer and
songwriter Jake Owen.
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The Indian River County Sheriff's Office released its video of "I Was Jack (You Were Diane)," with an introduction from
the song's writer, Jake Owen.
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